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1n1on 
Panel Addresses Perils of Legal Profession 
· by Mary Ellen Berger Professional Standards, was The Disciplinary Committee, zed testim~ny in a subsequent the Proposed Model Rules, 
HANALSA Reps Attend National Law Convention 
- ' 
liy Michelle Wong organization· will serve as a U/B received recognition on a Pacific Americans. One aspect year's conference participants
political catalyst for national level, by virtue of of the conference was to at­ are in the vanguard of that
The stereotypical image of change/reform effecting Asian U/B's representatives interac­ tempt to enhance U/B's reputa­ movement. Once this genera­
the Asian American painted by Pacfic Americans across the ting with prominent Asian tion nationwide and attract tion of law students graduates, 
"the land of Babbitt" was laid nation. One example of that Pacific American judges, at­ more Asian Pacific Americans. an Asian Bar Association will 
to rest-recently when approx­ can be seen in NAPALSA's torneys, law school faculty, ad­ Tangentially connected with exist. 
imately 150 law students from position on the racist and ministrators, and peers. In ad­ this year's conference was a A post conference packet
Asian Pacific backgrounds discriminatory Simpson­ dition, one full day of recruit­ tentative outline to charter an will be written up shortly.
convened at Hast_ings Law Mazzoli immigration bill ment was set aside for all par­ Asian American Bar Associa­ Anyone seeking further infor­
School in San Francisco for a presently being debated. That ticipating law school represen­ tion; presently there is none: mation should cont_act me or 
national conference. Two bill seeks to eliminate the fifth tatives. At U/B Law, out of an an ABA exists, and a National Tony Graziani. Next year's con­
delegates from the HANALSA preference category · for approximate ~student body Bar Association exists (com­ ference will be held at 
organization, which sponsored brothers and sisters of U.S. · there are less than 10 Asian prised of black attorneys). This Georgetown University
the trip, represented UB law citizens who are overseas and 
school - second-year student wish to emigrate to the U.S. 
Michelle Wong and t!lird-year That is just one component of Selective Incarceration Touted 
student Tony Graziani. this bill. ' 
The National Asian Pacific U/B's presence at Hastings As Viable Deterrent to CrimeAmerican Law Student's 
was made possible by a varietyAssociation, or NAPALSA, Pennsylvania in 1982, and the statistically reenforcing the no­
of funding sources. A proposal by David Allen Cau
sponsored the week-end long following conclusions were tion that there exists within 
was submitted to the Budgetseries of workshops, panel Although the debate on derived from it: 7% of the society a "class of violent
and Program Review Commit­discussions, guest speakers, punishment is a never ending Philadelphia males born in predators", gathers informa­tee and money was allocatedjudges roundtable, and plenary one, selective incarceration, a 1958 accounted for 62% of the tion which distinguishes thefor one round trip ticket. Addi- · 
sessions. The theme of this system whereby a prisoner crimes committed by that age characteristics of thesetional grants were made by the year's conference was "Asian would receive a prison group, and approximately 85% "violent predator" typeNY Regional AALSA ChaptersAttorney's in the 80's." The se­ sentence equivalent to the of the violent crimes. The criminals. Their findings in­(comprised of NYU, Columbia,
cond national conference's statistical evidence dictating distinguishing characteristic of d icated that the "violentBrooklyn, etc.) and the Studentprimary objective was to keep whether s/he will commit that 7% was that each had predators" tended to haveBar Association of U/B. These 
up the momentum in another crime or not, has committed at least five of­ begun committing crimes
additional monies allowed a
establishing a national um­ reached the forefront of fenses . before the age of 16, to have
second representative to at­brella organization for Asian discussion, in view of tests con­ In light of these two tests, continuously indulged in antend this important conven­law students across the coun­ ducted by the University of one could probably argue that overuse of drugs, particularlytion. try . Structurally, each law Pennsylvania and the Rand the best way to stop violent heroin, to be unmarried, and to 
school across the nation has in­ Questions may arise as to Corporation. crime is to lock up the habitual have been continuously 
dividual Asian American law what benefit U/B Law derived In 1972, Professor Marvin criminal for longer than the unemployed. Interestingly, the 
Student Association Chapters from its support of student Wolfgang and his associates at criminal who only commits Chaiken study compares the 
(AALSA). These local chapters representatives at the con­ U/Penn. published a report one or two crimes. percentages of crimes commit­
are then regionally d)vided. To ference. Depending on one's which said that most of the The Rand Corporation ted by hardened habitual 
unify the local chapters accoss political viewpoint, U/B's gain murders, rapes, assaults, and recently released two studies, criminals with the all other 
the country, a national may range from nil to indeter­ robberies in this country are one by Jan · and Marcia types of criminals and have 
organization was formed last minable to immense. As a par­ committed by a small number Chaiken, a('ld the other -1by concluded that these habitual 
year. ticipant, l,,came away with a of males with a statistically Peter W. Greenwood, which criminals commit 1300% more 
In addition to its role as a sense o( accomplishment, high recidivist rate. support Professor Wolfgang's crimes. 
framework for . all AALSA fulfillment and renewed vigor . . The Wolfgang test was contentions. Experts claim that the big-
chapters, the nat'ional As a res1,1lt of the conference ~pea.ted at the University of The Chaiken study, besides gest flaw in the Chaiken study 
Continued on Page 4 
"Perils and Pitfalls For the 
Practitioner" was the subject 
of the Seventh Annual Con­
vocation of the SUNYAB Law 
Alumni Association held on 
Saturday, October 30 in the 
Moot Court Room. 
An outstanding panel of ex­
perts, comprised of distin­
guished U/B Law graduates 
and nationally-known at­
torneys, addressed a crowd of 
alumni, faculty, and students 
on issues of professional ethics 
and trends in legal malprac­
tice. Following the panel 
presentation, a luncheon was 
held at which the Honorable 
Matthew J. Jasen, Associate 
Judge of the New York. Court 
of Appeals, was presented The 
Edwin F. Jaeckle Distinguished 
Alumnus Award. 
Robert J. Kutak of Omaha, 
Nebraska, best known for his 
work as Cha.irman of the ABA 
Commission on Evaluation of 
Non-Profit Orpniution 
U.S. Postage_ 
PAID 
Buffalo. New York 
hnnit No. 708 
the first speaker at the . con-
vocation. His address, entitled 
"Changing Ethical Require-
ments," generally promoted 
the Proposed Final Draft of the 
Model · Rules of Professional 
Conduct, which Kutak's Com-
mission wishes the ABA to 
adopt in place of the existing 
ABA Code of Professional Re-
sponsibility. Kutak lauds the 
Proposed Model Rules as an in~ 
tegrated text of enforceable 
standards, drafted by consen-
sus and organized for easy 
reference. 
Next speaker on the agenda 
was Robert I. Cannon (U/B law 
'73), Counsel · for the Eighth 
Judicial · District Disciplinary 
Committee in Buffalo. In his 
presentation, "Lawyer Dis-
cipline," Mr. Cannon outlined 
the procedures followed for in-
vestigating allegations of at-
torney misconduct and subse-
quently disciplining or disbar-
ring the attorney, if warranted. 
()pinion 
John lord O'Brian Hall 
SUNY/8. North Campus 
Buffalo. N~w York 14260 
"The function of a free press is to comfort 
the afflicted and afflict the comfortable." 
- H. L. Mencken 
State University of New York at Buffalo School of law . Tuesday, November 9, 1982 
throughout this procedure, is 
"guided by a philosophy _of 
open access" to the attorney 
of his/her entire file on tt'ie 
matter under investigation. If 
ejected from the bar, an at-
torney must wait seven years 
before applying for readmis-
sion; in the Fourth Department 
only a few attorneys have been 
disbarred and none has been 
readmitted. 
Phi.lip H. Magner (U/B Law 
'49) of the Buffalo firm Carvey, 
Magner and Love, P.C., dis~ 
cussed strategies of defense 
which can be used by at-
torneys in formal ·hearings for 
alleged misconduct . Mr . 
Magner highlighted the 
available defense of invoking 
the fifth Amendment right 
against self-incrimination in 
bar disciplinary proceedings, 
and the status of this defense 
in light of recent court deci-
sions which have permitted the 
use of an attprney's immuni-
- • 
Vol. 23, No. 5 
disbarmenfproceeding. citing those rules regarding 
After a short break, the scope of representation, con­
panel reconvened to address flict of interest, and full disclo­
recent developments in legal sure. 
malpractice litigation. Robert The last speaker at · the 
T. Reid, who heads the Claims Alumni Convocation was Jef­
Department for the largest trey M. Smith, an Atlanta at­
lawyers malpractice insurer in torney and author of a book, 
the U.S., Shand, Morahan & Preventing Legal Malpractice. 
Co., Inc. of Chicago, informed Mr. Smith, who has only 
the audience that 90% of all recently been sued himself for 
malpractice claims are in five malpractice, outlined strate­
areas of law: real estate, per- gies and trial techniques em­
sonal injury, bankruptcy, fam- ployed by plaintiff attorneys 
ily, and criminal. Accordi~g to prosecuting legal malpractice 
Mr. Reid, the profile of a "most actions, emphasizing in par­
likely to be sued" lawyer is one ticular the changing standards 
who has been in practice for of care to which attorneys can 
more than ten years and who be held. 
works alone or in a firm of less After a brief period of ques­
than ten lawyers. This "profile" tions to the panel, the Con­
lawyer is most apt to be sued vocation adjourned to lun­
in his/her area of expertise, and cheon in the Talbert Dining 
· the biggest complaint most Hall, where Edwin F. Jaeckle 
often lodged against him/her is (U/B Law '15) bestowed the 
failure to keep the client ad- Distinguished Alumnus Award 
vised. Mr. Reid also discussed bearing his name to Judge 
the impact on malpractice of Jasen (U/B Law '39). 
- ·, 
.-.. ,. 
N:o Soluti·on· to H~inou~: Legal Problem 
In a recent ·1etter to the Opinion ["Harass­
ment of Victim Deplored," October 26, 1982] 
fourteen law students raised several pressing 
and significant issues about ·rape and its vic­
tims. As the writers of the letter pointed out, 
these issues are important not only because we 
will all someday be attorneys, but because we 
are women and men living in a society 
saturated with fears of sexual assault: the 
Uniform Crime Reports released by the U.S. 
Department of Justice reveal that on the 
average of once every seven minutes a woman 
is raped in this country . What makes this 
statistic particularly horrifying is the fact that it 
is based on reported rapes alone and may 
reflect only 20 percent of the true incidence of 
the crime. 
Moreover, it is simply not true that most 
rapists are strange men who stalk women in the 
street at night. Studies by sociologist Menachim 
Amir reveal that more than 50 percent of the 
rapes are committed by someone the victim 
already knows and that 70 percent are 
premeditated. And contrary to a common 
perception, most rapes are intra-racial : white 
men rape white women and black men rape 
black women . These statistics suggest rape is 
more than just a heinous crime; it is a problem 
which permeates our friendships, our relation­
ships, and oftentimes our families . 
But the horror of rape digs even deeper - it 
is a crime which frequently leaves the victim 
shamed and violated by the judicial process 
designed to enforce justice on her behalf. It is a 
crime in which the victim is mistaken for the ac­
cused in that she is charged with the task of 
defending her reputation and her honor. 
As recently as seven years ago, evidence per­
taining to the past sexual conduct of a rape vic­
tim was deemed admissable in court. But even 
with the law's subsequent protections against 
the admissability of such evidence, !CPL § 
60.42;1975] there relnains the prevalent attitude 
that a sexually active woman can never be 
raped. This attitude stems horn the failure to 
realize that a woman is entitled to say " no" to a 
man's advances no matter how she may have 
conducted herself in her sexual past. (Strangely, 
the mode of thinking which confers a " bad 
reputation" on sexually active women, thereby 
denying them the ability (or right) to say "no," is 
the same mode of thinking which beknights an 
equally promiscuous man with the time­
honored label "stud.") 
For too long this society and its legal system 
has operated under the standard that a woman 
who brings rape charges must show that she 
really did not want to have intercourse. In fact, 
it was only this year that women in New York 
became free of the burden of proving that they 
had exercised " earnest resistance" in fending 
off their attacker. [L.1982,C.560] It is as if the 
men who made the old law were never really 
convinced that the women charging rape didn't 
want to have sex with the rapist. 
If the victim of another violent crime, say 
robbery, were subjected to the same inter­
rogatory assault in court as rape victims 
undergo, we would most likely recoil with in­
dignance at the absurdity and irrelevance of the 
line of questioning. (See story, page 4). 
In the interests of protecting rape victims 
from the historical assault on their privacy, 
New York enacted the new laws . We commend 
the State's actions but note as well that it is 
years too late in passing this progressive legisla-
tion. 
The writers of the letter in the last issue ap­
pear to believe, how~ver, that these new laws 
do not go far enough toward protecting victims 
of rape, for they woulcj deny a defendant the 
.right to have his attorney pursue a vigorous in­
vestigation which might turn up evidence sup­
porting the defendant's side of the story. 
The fact remains that rape, like all other 
crimes, has a false accusation rate of 2 to 4 per­
cent. In protecting the privacy and integrity of 
women who are raped do we dare deny the 
three percent of those falsely accused the right 
to gather evidence which might tend to show 
their innocence? Should we, as the writers of 
the letter seem to suggest, sacrifice the rights of 
an accused facing up to twenty-five years 
behind bars in order to prevent a harassed and 
frightened victim " who has already been the 
subject of a brutal experience" from having her 
" whole life... investigated, questioned, and judg­
ed?" The letter has posed a difficult issue; but 
we do not accept the result reached by its 
writers . 
We are not prepared to advocate the kind of 
trade-off they suggest. Although we agree tha·t 
victims of rape need support rather than scorn 
from .all sectors of society, we do not believe it 
would be wise or just to protect the victim by 
denying the accused the opportunity to gather 
evidence which in some cases may prove essen­
tial to achieving a rightful acquittal. 
Moreover, it is a premise of our legal system 
that the state must prove, beyond a reasonable 
doubt, all elements of the crime with which the 
defendant has been charged. In the case of 
rape, the prosecution's case depends upon the 
testimony of the victim, who invariably 
becomes its chief witness. In turn, a defendant 
has a constitutional Sixth Amendment right to 
cross-examine one who bears witness against 
him. In order for the defendant to effectively 
cross-examine that witness, it is necessary for 
the defense to investigate and uncover all facts 
that may be relevant to the alleged events. 
We are mi'ndful that bringing charges of rape 
may carry with it a siege of harassment and suf­
fering which can approach in magnitude the 
brutality of the act itself. But we do not believe 
that forbidding hard-nose investigation on a 
defendant's behalf is the answer. The price may 
prove too great. 
We believe that the law, as worded, . 
safeguards the victim against the introduction 
of evidence if it is either contrived or irrelevant 
to the case before the jury . 
We do not mean · to suggest that increased 
protection of and support for rape victims is not 
a pressing need deserving of immediate and 
serious attention . Rape crisis centers are an 
acutely necessary and sorely underfunded 
source of support. To encourage utilization of 
such services;what transpires between a victim 
and her counselor must be held completely · 
confidential. (See story, page 4). 
Most importantly, however, is for women and 
men of every description to grow more aware of 
rape and its consequences and to· become in­
censed about every such assault on human 
dignity and integrity. The task will then be to 
turn that anger and awareness into the con­
structive process of building a society in which 
women, as well as men, can walk the streets 
and enter friendships without the constant fear 
of violation or attacks. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Who's The Victim? 
To the Editor: 
In the letter to the editor, 
"Harassment of Victim 
Deplored," (Opinion, Oct. 26), 
several law students wrote 
concerning an alleged rape 
and an alleged assault . In the 
letter they asked us to "look at 
our role as attorneys" in such 
matters. While asking us to ex­
amine ourselves as attorneys, 
they: 
- Label the male law stu­
dent the "male attacker" and 
accuse him of "assault" while 
admitting that they "can only 
speculate as to who did what 
first" ; 
- Blame an entire adminis­
tr.ation for the acts of a single 
faculty member; 
- Dismiss a large segment 
of the student population as in­
sensitive because of the crass 
comments of a few. 
Are these the logical conclu-
sions that a trained legal mind 
would reach given the facts? I 
don't believe so. 
Beneath this finger-pointing, 
the authors raised the serious 
problem of rape in our society. 
They had the chance to 
seriously address this problem. 
Instead, we were given a shod­
dy, simple, confused lecture of 
female-male relationships, that 
trivialized a serious social pro­
blem. I believe that through 
these simplifications and 
finger-pointing they did an ex­
treme disservice to the pro­
blems with, and surrounding, a 
rape. 
Finally, the letter ends in an 
appeal for "compassion for 
others" in our legal trai'ning, 
and in the next sentence con­
demns the male law student 
for "assault' '. and "tampering 
with a witness" - both of 
which are denied by him and 
are unproven. Is this the type 
of compassion they wish to 
dole out? One-sided? You bet it 
is. 
Brian Collins 
Left • the Cold 
To the Editor: (hence, expense) to their 
homes make travel impossible 
University Housing is at holiday time, foreign 
reaching an all-time low in its students remain on ' campus 
degradation .of students this and are housed in Red Jacket. 
Thanksgiving, and law students Other students who can't 
living on campus should be on leave, for whatever reason, are 
notice to the treatment to placed in lounges in Red 
which foreign students will be Jacket. 
subjected during the coming This year, while allowing 
holiday. students to remain as usual in 
Typically, because distances Corytinued on Page 4 
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President Reports Keen lmterest in ~ommitiees 
by JIii Papemo 
As there was no room in the 
last edition of the Opinion, 
this column will be an update -
· of the last month and a half. 
The past five weeks have been 
hectic for the Board of Diree­
tors. Our first feat was to 
establish a regular meeting day 
-Wednesdays at 4:00. Meetings 
will usually be held in the first 
floor lounge, but please check 
the SBA bulletin board in the 
mailroom for changes in the 
meeting times as well as any 
SBA announcements. 
So what is the Mitchen Lec­
ture Series1 anyway? .In short, 
it's an ongoin·g program design­
ed to present lectures by 
distinguished guests to the law 
. school body. Funded by ·a 
generous endowment, the 
Series has been presentrilg 
speakers for over thirty years 
arid again js planning 
stimulating lectures which pro-
vide depth and breadth to the 
law school'program. 
Last year's program brought 
over twenty speakers to the 
law ·school, including a sym-
posium on Human Rights and 
such distinguished guests as 
Clyde Summers'i ~Slaughton 
Lynd, . Daniel · Ellsberg and 
many others .. This year's plans 
include a major presentation 
to' be .gjven by Stewart McCi,tu-
ly in At,1-il, 1963, critiquing the 
law .. arid social science move-
.inent. ·In addition, noted fegaf 
thtorists and' social' commen-
tators .:·. including Karl Klare . 
(labo,-expert), Leonore Weitz-
man. (expert ,on_ marriagff con-
tracts~ and. Herbert Edelhertz 
(directed nationwide federal 
StudenMaculty Conlnlitteet 
The first duty of the board 
was to select students for 
student-faculty committees. 
Two bqard members were 
selected from each year to 
conduct interviews of approx­
imately 90 applicants. Liz Gar­
cia (first year), Rich Gottlieb 
(1st year), Kathy O'Hara (2nd 
year), Dan Pease (2nd year), 
Julia Garver (3rd year) and Jeff 
Shein (3rd year) each spent an 
average of four hours for two 
nights interviewing students. 
We all met on October 8 to 
make final selections~ I 
assisted in interviewing each 
night in the hope of providing 
some continuity. 
. The interviewers were ex­
cited about the number of in­
terested qualified candidates. 
Of course, it was not possible 
to place 90 people in the ap­
proximately 30 spots. We urge 
lecture Committee Wants YOU 
prosecution of white collar today's Opinion, and your 
criminals as Chief of the Fraud efforts will be greatly ap-
Sec'tio~ of the U.S. Department . predated. Finally, please free 
of Justice) are slated to appear. to approach any of the stu­
dent, faculty, or staff represen­
Disbursement of funds for tatives listed below with sug­
speakers is conducted by a gestions for speakers. They are:. 
faculty/student committee 
consisting of nine persons. Prof. Barbara Blumenthal, 
Generally, Mitchell Lecture Room 427 ' 
funds one major formal Nina Cascio, 
presentation and several less Library, A.V. Department 
formal lectures each year. The Richard Furlong, Box 69 
least formal aspect of the Anna Maria Richmond, 
whole process is the manner in Box 196 
which speakers are chosen. Penny Rubin, ·eox 467 
Although somewhat limited by Bruce Schonberg, Box 219 
financial considerations, com­ Prof. John Spanogle, Room 414 
mittee members fund speakers Prof Paul J. Spiegelman, 
based on student and faculty · Chair, -Room 418 
requests. When sufficient in­
terest is shown in a· particular 
speaker, the committee can 
usually .arrange for a lecture. 
Thus, since student input is a 
key ingredient to a suc~.essful 
· Mitchell Lecture Ser.ies, . the 
committee asks you to con­
tri(jute your i constructive 
recommendations . .It onl¥ . 
takes a sec.ond to ·fill out the 
questionnaire that appears in 
I • 
I> . 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
Results of 9pinion Poll 
UNOFFICIAL RESU.LTS - , 72 Responses. 
·'I 
~tuden.t No. 53 sumbitted, 19 didn'( 
ln yo_u·r opinion. is additional· centralized student union space needed on the 
Amherst Campus? · · · • 
62 Yes 
9 No 
1 · · Undecided 
If a new, centra'lized student union were to be approved. which of the following 
concerns would be more important to you? 
23 Completing the facility in the shortest possible time . 
36 Completing the facility at the lowest possible cost to students 
11 Undecided 
Should the university's student governments sponsor a referendum to resolve 
the student union question? 
37 Yes :- immediately 
16 Yes - but not necessarily immediately 
14 No 
3 Undecided 
If such a referendum were held tomorrow. and the proposal called for increases 
in student fees. how would you voter 
9 ~ . • 
17 Yes, if the proposed increase did not exceed s._,-~-- per 
39 
7 
semester 
No 
Undecided 
• $5.00 - 5 votes 
S10.00 - 3 votes 
.$15.00 - 2 v~es 
520.00 - 2 votes 
525.00 • - 3 .votes 
$100.00 - 1 vote 
$150.00 - 1 vote 
Mitchell Lecture Survey 
l>lea,e check the topics that interest you. (If you know of a person to pre­
' sent the lecture, please indicate his or her name in the margin.} 
civil liahll 
__ Race in the American Legal Profession 
__ · Hisp~nics in the Law - The Effects of Affirmative Action on Hispanic 
Enrollment in the Legal Profession 
__ Defending Unpopular Clients - i.e., Jim Jones of Guyana, Squeaky 
Froome 
__ Lea,al Ri11hts of Native Americans 
lntematioMI uw • H■IIIAn liahtl 
__ lmmiaration Law · 
__ ln~mational Law & U~S. FO<ei11n Policy 
__ Military 'Spendina/Nuclear Freeze Campaian 
__ Legal Issues in the Middle East 
__ Multinational Corporations 
CONti~I law 
__ Impact of Reapnomlcs on the Bill of Riahts 
__ fourth Amendment au•ranlffs of the Constitution -
__ .22 Caliber Killer Case 
__ Reform of the Jucllcial System 
__ Insanity Defense 
s.-ta•1.....,1 tlaw · 
__ "!eaotiatlnt Contracts fo, Athletes. and Entertalnen 
,--,uw . . 
__ l11<est . 
__ f-ily Violence
a.a.•---- . 
_:_:_ ~,!!:':rutt 
__ Maftllpalles - ATi.T. IBM 
-- T••-'- . . ~ .F.-.1.!l~ of~orporationt 
,· - ·- p.i,.-i,11N-~ ~ctanC- ..0-...,............. . ' 
Search & Seizure 
those of you who did not mld(e 
It this year to try aaalri next 
year. Atso, think' about joinlna 
a Student Bar Committee (no 
interviews and no limits on. 
how many may join). 
Students who were selected 
for committees are your 
representatives to the faculty 
and administration. Althouah 
alternates on committees may 
not vote, they also attend 
meetings and participate. In 
order for members apd alter­
nates to best represent us, it is 
important that they receive 
our input. If you have any sug­
gestions or criticism of sct,ool 
procedures or policies, contact 
these students or Student Bar 
Association board members. 
If you have been selected 
for a committee, please try to 
inform the students of non­
confidential issues your com­
mittee · is dealing with. We 
hoP,e to hear from you in the 
Opinion. 
AIAReprwntative 
Another selection made by 
the board was that of 
American Bar Association stu­
dent " representative. Rob 
Turkewitz was selected from 
those interviewed to be the 
U/B Law School ABA rep. For 
information about member­
ship or future events, please 
see Rob. 
Sub-loard 
Sub-Board I, Inc. is the not-
for-profit student service cor-
poration at SUNY Buffalo. Sub-
Board provides a variety of ser-
vices to all university students 
from money allocated from 
student activities fees. 
The law school has one 
voting representative and one 
alternate on Sub-Board. Our 
alternate Joyce Funda has 
become · our Sub-Board 
representative, thus leaving us 
with an alternate position to 
fill. This position will have 
been filled the .week of 
November 2. (For more infor­
mation about Sub-Board, look 
for an article by Joyce in the • 
Opinion later this month.) 
Student Union 
The .Presidents of the stu­
dent governments on campus 
have ' been meeting with Dr. 
Sample and other ·U/B ad- · 
ministriltors. Plans for a stu­
dent ·union have been discuss­
ed. The source. of funding be­
i ng considered at these 
meetings has· been a twelve to 
fifteen dollar' additional stu­
dent fee per semester. 
After: beina questioned by 
students about this plan and 
raisin& some questions of our 
own, the members of SBA 
debated what our role should 
be in this plannina forum. It 
was decided that we could not 
actively participate in a pro­
cess that only considers a. stu­
dent funded union. We feel 
that alternatives to , student 
fundina, such as state and 
private sources of funding. 
must also be examined. I have 
explained the SBA Board's 
position to st1:1dent and ad-
ministrative representatives. 
Since that time a number of 
Student Government 
Presidents have agreed that 
other sources of funding !TIUSt 
be examined. If you have any 
ideas about funding, talk to 
SBA Board members. We can 
all use the creativity offered to 
us. 
Social Committee 
We woutd like to thank Jeff 
Shein and the rest of the Social 
Committee for the wonderful 
job they did in organizin& the 
Halloween party. If you would 
like to help out with future 
events, please see Jeff Shein. 
Finally a personal note- Last · 
year's SBA president is in 
Albany and we never got a 
chance to talk so things are be­
ing done a little differently this 
year. This is probably a mixed 
blessing. If there is anything 
you would like to see SBA do­
ing, please let any director or 
officer know. Thanks. 
......... .. 1m Ost hi ........ 
Pen,.nsyJv.an~ia Paves Way Rape Legisl&ti©n 
victims will have absolute con­by Marion L Ru• fidentiality when they turn to a 
rape crisis center in Penn­
Editor's note: This article ap­ sylvania for assistance. 
peared in the September­ The victory did not comeOctober 1982 issue of the 
easily. It began in July 1980,newspaper of Women for 
when ·a PAAR staff memberRacial -and Economic Equality 
was serving as an Advocate for (WREE). 
the victim in a rape case. The 
defense attorney, in the middle 
When a rape victim turns to of the. trial, demanded access 
a rape crisis center for help, to PAAR's counseling records. 
can she be confident her con- He argued that the woman 
versation with a counselor will may have told a PAAR 
be kept confidential? She can, counselor something other 
if she lives in Pennsylvania, than what she had testified in 
thanks ·to the efforts of Anne court. -Says Anne Pride, Direc­
Pride and Pittsburgh Action tor of PAAR, "There was really 
Against Rape (PAAR). no record. Ou, folder con-
In December 1981, Gover- tained only a few standard 
nor Thornburgh signed into forms and even those were 
law Senate Bill 532, making it sparsely filled out. We typical­
iIIega I for a rape crisis ly keep very few notes anyway. 
counselor to release informa- But, we refused on the princi­
tion or to be subpoenaed to pie that anything that was said 
testify to anything that has to us, was sa•d to us in the 
been said in a counseling ses- belief that it would be held as 
sion. The law is important confidential." She was found 
because it insures that rape in contempt of court. 
Incarceration • 
Continued from Page 1 Although there is impressive 
is that it is not comprehensive statistical evidence supporting 
towards defining what some of the idea of selective incarcera­
the solutions might be towards tion, ·one cannot help but ob­
correcting some of the ject to it on the grounds that 
distinguishing characteristics people should not be locked 
of these violent predator-type up simply because they fall in­
c rim i na Is . However, the to a category, but should be 
valuable information that is locked up based solely on the 
compiled in this study suggests crime that they commit. Once 
that selective incarceration is locked up, the State must 
viable. decide what its role is going to 
In the Greenwood study, Mr. be as a detentive agent. 
Greenwood showed that 50% The trend in sentencing has 
of all convicted armed robbers been to move away from con­
said they commited less than 5 sideration of such thin1s as 
armed robberies a year, while "selective incarceration'.' and 
10" said they committed over the li~lihood of rehabilitation 
80 a year. His study also reen- and recidivism, and to 
forced the presence of the sentence based solely on the 
same distin1uishin1 diKernible circumstances of 
characteristics alluded to in the case. However, there is 
the Chaiken study. also a arowina number of 
Greenwood concludes,- bas- states permittin1 tou1her 
ed on his study, the Chaiken sentences on repeat convicts. 
study, and the Wolf1an1 test, Althou1h the debate on 
that the public would be better punishment is far from over, 
served if the courts throu1h a the case for selective in­
process of selective incarcera- carceration has arisen to the 
tion 1ave shorter terms to most top of controversy once qain. 
armed robbers and lon1er NOTE: All statistical informa­
terms to most habitual of- tion was, obtained from the Oc­
fenders. Greenwood points out · tober 8, 1982 edition of The 
that this would reduce armed Wall Street Journal. 
robberies by at least 15%. 
Preliminary Hearing Held 
A preliminary hearina was secutor's chief witness was 
held on October 29 at 2:00 Arlene Zwillin1, the victim of 
p.m. to determine whether the alleged rape. At the con­
there was probable cause for clusion of the· hearin1, 
the arrest ol An1elo Constan- presidin1 Judae Roberts bound 
tino, Mark Humphrey and the case over to the Grand Jury 
Steve Whelan on the charges for return of an indictment. 
of first degree rape. The pro-
the center was first flooded by Rape appr9ached the Penn­Threatened with jail, Ms. 
subpoenas and second by calls sylvania State Le1islature, andPride, through her attorney Ms. 
from former clients expressing several bills desianed to pr~Ann Lee Begler, took the mat­
concern over the confidentiali­ tect the confidential relation­ter to the Pennsylvania 
ty of their records. A rape crisis ship between rape counselorSupreme Court. In the months 
center in another county and rapevlctim were introduc­that followed, support- for 
reported that it had burned all ed. . While the · t~gislaturePAAR's position flowed in 
of its counseling records in an . debated the iss_ue, s~ral rapefrom all segments of the com­
attempt to preserve the trials in. PennsylYania reliedmunity, and from all across the 
privacy it had promised its upon the Supreme Court'sstate, from women's centers, 
clients . The . number of decision and in three cases,rape crisis centers, police 
anonymous phone calls to records were turned over todepartments, YWCA's, and 
PAAR's hotline shot up sharp­ the defense. · many individuals. 
ly, from 32% in August of 1979 The Pennsylvania'legislature 
The Supreme Court decision to 61 % after the confidentiali­ put an ·end to the confusion by 
was a sort of half and half, ty issue became known. Some passing a law which lu.ke-warm opinion. According women discontinued badly guarantees absolute prlvile1e
to Ms. Pride, "It was not bad, needed counseling for fear between counselor and victim. but it was not what we wanted. their records would not be Congratulations are · in order,It did not give us total con­ kept private. not only to Anne Pride and fidentiality." Following the Supreme PAAR, but to Pennsylvania as 
After PAAR's battle for ab­ Court decision, PAAR with the the only state in the U.S. to 
solute privilege became news, Pennsylvania Coalition Against have such a aw. 
Rape Testimo-ny: A Perspective 
by Connie Borkenha1en scious decision to comply with "You were out walking on 
his demands rather than the street at 11 p.m.· Doing 
Editor's note: This article ap­ resistl" whatl" 
peared in the Sept. 1975 issue "Yes." "Just walkins." 
of STUDENT LAWYElt. The author "Did you scream? Cry outl" "Just walkin1. You knQW·it's 
is a graduate of the University "No, I was afraid." quite dangerous being out on 
of New Mexico Law School. "I see. Have you ever been the street late at ni1ht. Weren't 
held up before?" you aware that you could have 
In the following exchange, a · "No." been held upl" 
hold-up victim is asked ques­ "Have you ever given "I hadn't thou1ht about it." 
tions similar to those asked of money away?" _ "What were you wearing at 
a rape victim. The testimony, "Yes, of course..." • the time, Mr. Smith?" 
indeed, the whole line of ques­ "And you did so willingly." "Lets see...a suit. Yes a suit." 
t ion in1, would be inad­ "What are you gettin1 atl" "An expensive suitl" 
missable. In the case of the "Well, let's put it this way, "Well ...yes. I'm a successful 
rape victim, it would be quite Mr. Smith, You've 1iven money lawyer, you know." . 
allowable and quite standard. away in the past; In fact ·you've "In other words, Mr.' Smith, 
"Mr. Smith, you were· held quite a reputation for philan­ you were walkin1 ·around the 
up at 1unpoint on the corner of thropy. How can we be sure streets late at ni1ht in a suit 
First and Main." · that you weren't contributin1 that practically advertised the 
"Yes." to have your money taken fact that you mi1ht be a 1ood 
"Did you struule with the from you by force." target .for some easy money, 
robber?" "Listen, if I wanted ... " isn't that so. -I mean, ·if we 
"No." "Never mind. What time did didn't know better, Mr. Smith, 
"Why notl" this hold-up take place, Mr. we miaht evel'.I think you were 
"He was armed." Smithl" asking for . this to •happen, 
"Then you made a con- "About 11 f?.m." mightn't wet" 
Into The Cold ing foreign ~tude~ts to fi_nd _a place off campus this. 
Thanksgivin1 . . I wonder how
Coming _ 
Continued from Pqe f to mention the fact that, on an one goes about · tl)at when the 
Red Jacket over the Thanksgiv: overcast Buffalo day, one's go­ friends one has are from 
ing recess, the UniYenity is not ing to have to strain to see Korea, China, Japan, India, etc. 
going to proYicle them with anything in what daylight there The whole point -of . se­
heat, electrkity or hot water, is.). And, how ab<>ut safety? I questering students in one area 
e.cept between the houn of 7 personally wouldn't like to be is to save money, but if the 
p.m. and 7 a.m. I find this un­ sitting in a pitch black lounge University is goingto provide a 
conscionable. without being able to see who place for its students during 
November is not one of Buf­ was coming in to share it with the holiday recess. it should at 
falo's warmer months. Even a me. least be habitable. 
well-insulated home with no I can think of more pleasant Therefore, all of you law 
heat would be cold, but think ways of spending a vacation students who currently live on 
of a dormitory, where the wind than having to get up every campus : be forewarned . 
whistles in through ill-fitting day in order to get a shower Remember that we return to 
and/or broken windows and before 7 a.m., or, if I cook for school in January a week 
doors. myself, to make breakfast before the undergraduates and 
Imagine waiting in Eastern (which I would have to do may have to face a similar 
Standard Time pitch blackness . since the next possible time I situation. 
after the sun has set until 7 could cook would be 7 p.m.). 
p.m. just to be able to see {Not The University is encourag- Barb Barton 
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" Gosh, lady - I only asked for a light! " 
HALLOWEEN 
GRA·FFITTI 
PARTY 
Photos by Gary Gaines 
" I never did like working the circulation desk. The people in A. V. really know 
how to Iive. " · 
•':i(,•1 ~ :.. ,,·•: ~ :, , 1 d' J 1' it>ti : i _') ,· 4· 'l ~t ,.._ 'J ..,, 11.)11: ,L t..'/ ~ -~d ~t 
?·•·11. ,1 ,.f~ ,,.._n'""j •_'l tflV! '1v, J·..,M,.O , __., ... . ('- ·- ', 
" You really should try the cider. The woman to your right says it will knock your . 
socks off." 
No.....,,.,. ...... 
" You 'll never see, '-!"e _wearing a d':'fT!b CO$tume on Halloween.". 
"Well, we certainly aren't the Coneheads." 
"I don't care about cost basis. -Give me a beer!" 
"Trick o, trNtf" 
·----... 
Deficit Tied to Tax Policy 
\ 
by John McBermott 
Editor 's note: John McDermott, 
a professor of labor studies and 
the coordinator of the labor 
studies program at the College 
of Old Westbury, is the author 
of The Crisis in the Working 
Class (South End Press). This ar­
ticle first ·appeared in The Na­
tion, Aug. 21 , 1982. 
After drawing up a 1983 
budget with a deficit of con­
siderably more than $100 
billion, President Reagan ex­
horted -Congress to pass a Con­
stitutional amendment requir­
ing a balanced federal budget. 
That was a bit like W.C. Fields 
calling for Prohibition. 
Everybody in WashingtonOrigins of 'Monopoly' deplores deficits, but nobody 
Copyright Disclosed 
by Chuck filger 
Editor's Note: 
Chuck Fager writes regularly 
for several weekly publica­
tions, including Boston, 
Phoenix, and Washington, 
D.C. 's City Paper. This article 
appeared in the September 
29,1982 issue of IN THESE TIMES. 
He has played Monopoly for 
many years. 
One of the longest and most 
complete cover-ups in modern 
American history is finally 
coming unravelled. I'm not 
talking about filling in the 
eighteen minute gap on 
Richard Nixon's famous 
Watergate tape, nor of 
establishing the identity of 
Deep Throat. 
No, this cover-up was longer 
than Watergate, more suc­
cessful than Watergate, and 
has left its mark on two genera­
tions of Americans. I'm talking 
about the cover-up of the true 
origin of Monopoly. 
That's right, Monopoly. The 
number one best-selling 
American board game of all 
time; the foundation of the 
long-running prosperity of 
Parker Brothers; the game 
practically all of us grew up 
with. 
According to Parker 
Brothers, Monopoly w_as the 
brainchild of one Charles Dar­
row, who thought it up in his 
Philadelphia kitchen while he 
was unemployed during the 
Great Depression and then 
made millions from its un­
precedented success. Most of 
us have read this account as an 
introduction to the game rules, 
in any one of scores of 
magazine articles on the game, 
or in Maxine Brady's 
"definitive" 1974 tome, THE 
MONOPOLY 8oOK. ./ 
But the story is a lie. Darrow 
did not invent Monopoly; he 
stole it, and lied to Parker 
Brothers about being its 
creator. When the company 
discovered the lie, the game 
had already become a best­
seller and was pulling Parker 
Brothers back from the edge of 
Depression -induced bankrupt­
cy. But rather than risk losing 
control of its hottest property, 
the company joined Darrow in 
a campaign to bury the game's 
true origins. 
For almost forty years, this 
campaign succeeded brilliant-
ly. But now the truth is seeping 
out, thanks to the research and 
struggle of Ralph Anspach, 
professor of Economics at San 
Francisco State University. Ten 
years ago Anspach invented a 
game called Anti-Monopoly, in 
which.players competed to see 
who could most effectively 
bust up imaginary corporate 
monoliths. Parker Brothers 
didn't cotton to either the 
game or Anspach's name for it 
and sued to stop him from sell-
ing it. But Anspach counter-
sued, charging that the name 
Monopoly predated Parker 
Brothers' game, and thus was 
in public domain. While doing 
research for his· suit, Anspach 
discovered the .true story of 
Monopoly. 
Monopoly was first called 
The Landlord's game. Its inven-
tor, a Maryland woman named 
Lizzie Magie, was granted U.S. 
Patent Number 748,626 for it 
on Jan.5, 1904, 30 years before 
Charles Darrow supposedly 
thought it up. Magie was a 
believer in the anti-capitalist 
economics of Henry George, 
who taught that speculation in 
land values was at the root of 
modern society's social and 
financial problems. Her game 
was aimed at exposing these 
evils . 
The sketch of the 
gameboard filed with the Pa-
tent office shows striking 
similarities to the present 
game. The Landlord's Game in-
eluded four corner spaces, 
especially the Jail and "Go to 
Jail" in opposite positions; four 
railroads, one in the middle of 
each row; a waterworks and 
electric company in the same 
places; and ascending rents 
and property values around 
the board. 
The parallels are obvious. 
But there are differences too: 
the properties have no names; 
there is no Community Chest 
or Chance; the name is not the 
same. 
But even so, Charles Darrow 
doesn't merit much credit for 
the game's evolution . Lizzie 
Magie made some copies of 
her game and dozens of peo-
pie, mostly Quakers in the mid-
Atlantic states, played, en-
joyed, and modified the game 
Continued on Page 8 
can agree on what causes 
them. ·some blame the growing 
national debt on excessive 
spending for social programs. 
Others pinpoint Pentagon 
waste. Still others blame the 
recession, with its concomitant 
high interest rates and rising 
unemployment. Liberals and 
conservitives, hawks and 
doves, Keynesians and supply­
siders all have different 
theories. 
But these explanations fail 
to consider an obvious case: 
Federal tax policy. A cursory 
look at the nation's tax history 
since World War 11 shows that 
tax policy has been consistent 
in one area. The tax burden on 
big business has been 
systematically eased by shif­
ting it-or at least part of it-to 
individual taxpayers. The 
resulting shortfall in revenues 
.has been made up by borrow­
•ing. 
Let me illustrate. In 1946, in-
. dividual taxpayers paid 50.1 
percent of all the taxes 
Washington took in; 45.9 per­
cent of this amount was paid in 
income taxes and 4.2 percent 
in payroll assessments. Cor­
porate taxes made up thirty 
percent of the total, with vir­
tually the entire amount com­
ing from taxes on profits. For 
every $5 in Federal revenues 
paid by individuals, corpora­
tions paid $3. 
By 1976, the picture had 
altered dramatically. Personal 
income taxes made up 52.6 
percent of Washington's take, 
and payroll taxes (which are 
notoriously regressive) had 
climbed to 24 percent. Big 
business's share of the tax 
load, meanwhile, had fallen to 
15.5 percent. In other words, 
the Internal Revenue Service 
was drawing 77 percent of its 
collections from personal in­
come taxes. For every $5 in 
Federal revenues paid by in­
dividuals, big business paid $1 . 
By 1980, the corporations' 
share was 13.9 percent, and 
this should drop another 
percentage point or two once 
all the tax breaks written into 
the Reagan Administration's 
"economic recovery program" 
have taken hold . 
The mass ive transfer of the 
tax burden from business to in­
dividual taxpayers has been a 
steady process thrq_ughout the 
post-war years, occurring 
under Democratic and 
Republican administrations 
alike. Some years, major tax 
breaks were handed to · 
business, but minor "reforms" 
were enacted nearly every 
year . There has been nothing 
secret about the write-offs 
made available to corpora­
tions . The important ones­
generous depreciation 
allowances, credits for taxes 
paid to foriegn governments, 
deferral of taxes on overseas 
profits and the like-- are vague­
ly familiar to most people. 
Taken together, however, they 
have had important and little­
understood effect. They have 
made it relatively easy for 
businesses to write off their 
capital assets--plants, land, 
machinery-and convert them 
into liquid assets in the form of 
tax refunds. Tax write-offs also 
shield a portion of a 
company's profits from those 
who would normally have a 
claim on them-the 1.R.S., 
workers, suppliers, and 
shareholders. Management is 
free to dispose of these retain­
ed profits more or less as it 
wishes. Multinational corpora­
tions, for instance, can shift 
the money to overseas bran­
ches. As a result, nearly half of 
all U.S. corporate profits never 
find their way onto the balance 
sheet. 
The retention of huge sums 
in unencumbered liquid assets, 
mainly by U.S.-based multina­
tionals, has contributed to the 
decapitalization of American 
industry-that is, the failure to 
maintain current industrial 
assets and the refusal to im­
prove or replace them. It has 
also triggered the wave of cor­
porate acquisitions, the out­
breaks of currency and com­
modity speculation _and the 
rapid expansion in the Third 
World that have marked the 
past decade. The recent pro­
I iteration of corporate 
political action committees, 
which will spend an estimated 
$80 million in the next 
Presidential election, mus.t 
also be attributed to part of 
the cash that is swelling cor-
porate coffers. -
To be sure, the great tax 
giveaway to business has been 
carried out for an ostensibly 
sound economic reason: it is 
supposed to "encourage in-
vestment." But even a few 
economists, a gen_erally con­
servative breed, have question­
ed the assumption that 
business will recycle _untaxed 
profits into new plants and 
equipment. In a 1976 Brook­
ings ·1nstitution study, for ex­
ample, it was argued that the 
• investment tax credit in the 
manufacturing sector alone · 
cost the U.S. Treasury $13.7 
billion in uncollected revenues 
from 1954 through 1966. Yet 
the credit generated only $4.8 
billion in new investmen't dur­
ing those years. 
Tax breaks for corporations 
have not only failed to pro­
duce the investment flow they 
were supposed to; they have 
also had the unforseen effect 
of causing a rightward shift in 
American politics. Beginning in 
the 1970's, the perception 
among many Americans that 
they were forced to bear a 
heavier tax burden has been 
translated into a backlash 
against government spending. 
Imagine two people pushing 
a car up a hill. One of them 
isn't pushing very hard, so the 
other one has to make more of 
an effort. To him, the hilr 
seems to be getting steeper, 
the load heavier. At some 
point, the harder pusher (read 
taxpayer) is bound to say, "This 
is too much for me.· I've got to 
figtlre out another "f'ay." Enter 
Ronald Reagan, offering to 
lighten his burden by slashing 
wasteful and unnecessary 
spending. 
The chronic hard times of 
the 1970's, which increased the 
Federal deficit, have thrown 
liberals on the defensive. The 
debate of the causes of the 
defic;it focused o.n Federal 
spending, and the supply-siders 
in the White House and in Con­
gress rammed through their tax 
cuts. The questions· in the 
debate were framed in terms 
favorable to the right. First, 
should we have bigger deficits, 
or· cuts in spending? Answer: 
cuts in spending. Second, 
should the reductions be in 
social programs, or . in the 
defense budget. Answer: social 
programs. 
The bes.t way to alter the 
terms of the debate is to 
Continued on Page 8 
Grant Proposals So~.ight 
Proposals for activities at that office or in the 
to enhance University life form of a letter. Submis­
are being sought by the sions should include the 
Student Activities Steering name of the proposing in­
Committee, which has dividual or organization 
been allocated $10,000 by (with a person to contact), 
the Faculty-Student and 'a detailed estimate of 
Association to fund ap­ expenses . . After initial 
proved grants which can­ screeni°ng, proposers of 
not normally be · funded projects being considered 
through other sources. Any may be invited to meet 
member of the University with the committee to 
community may submit a discuss their requests for 
proposal with a budget funding. 
estimate to: The committee seeks 
creative responses to 
Student Activities Steering University needs which 
Committee will benefit a s·ubstantial 
c/o Student Affairs segment ·of the student 
543 Capen Hall population and the Univer­
Telephone: 636-2982 sity community. 
Deadline for receipt 
Proposals may be sub­ of applications is: 
mitted on forms available NOVEMBER 12, 1982 
Opinion November 9, 1982 
Take- the Bus, and Leave the Fantasies to ~us 
by Andy H. Viets 
Since coming to U/B this 
past August, I have had the lux­
ury of travelling in and 
amongst the campuses several 
times on the university bus 
system. Two such trip,s have 
resulted in most fascinating ex-
periences. 
Let me emphasize that I am 
not one to indulge often in 
such excursions. It is ·only done 
out of a matter of absolute 
necessity (ie, laziness or lust). 
Let there be no doubt as well 
that I am nothing but t~ankful 
for those wonderful transpor­
tation machines. What else 
could so vividly bring to 
memory those halcyon days of 
New Waves 
years past when we made our 
way to grade school on that 
fabulous four wheeled vehicle, 
the school bus? It brings tears 
to my eyes, cramps to my 
stomach, and pains to my 
head. 
Enough of th is teary-eyed 
reminiscing. It is time to get to 
the matter at hand-two of my 
ventures on that bastion of 
transportation, · the U/B Bus 
System. 
Venture No. 1: It was a dark 
and stormy morning. This cer­
tainly did not distinguish the 
start of a new day in Buffalo. 
Something else did though. In­
stead of walking to John Lord 
O'Brian Hall, I decided to do 
it, to take that one chance, 
that one risk-to take the U/B 
bus. 
I stood by the curb, eyeing 
my potential fellow 
passengers. They se,emed to be 
a decent lot, but when it came 
to boarding the bus, I knew 
things would change. I glanced 
down the road and saw that 
beautiful hunk of metal gliding 
towards us. It was a sight to 
behold, to cherish . Then sud­
denly, it happened! More than 
twenty seemingly normal, gen­
t I e, mild-mannered U/ B 
students became maniacal 
animals, clawing their way 
through the just opened doors 
of the bus. I was one of them. I 
liked it. It was as if we had 
returned to our state of nature 
Buffalo Music On the Air 
· by Jud Weiksnar 
Where do you find out 
about.what's new on the music 
scene when your 
Opinion entertainment colum­
nist has too much work to go 
out and review the acts for 
you? While most listeners who 
have progressed beyond the 
T op-40 stage consider the 
radio dial a musical wasteland, 
there are opportunities to hear 
good new music if you know 
where to find them. In other 
words, there is life after 97 
Rock. · 
Every other Wednesday at 
10 p.m. Geoff Copp of the 
Perils hosts a new music show 
on the U/B radio station, 
FM 88. Geoff plays the latest in 
"pop, punk, ani:f new wave", if 
you_ can make those . distinc­
tions. You won't hear those 
selections on any other local 
station with the possible ex­
ception of WUWU (107.7 FM). 
If you're interested in the 
local music scene, WUWU airs 
"The Tracks of BCMK" every 
Sunday at 5 a.m. (yes, 5 a.m.) 
and 11 :30 a.m . . BCMK, in case 
you haven't heard, is the Buf­
fa Io College of Musical 
Knowledge, a recording 
cooperative formed by musi­
cians· Mike Brydalski, Tommy 
Calandra, Mike Warner and 
Bernie Kugel. Host Louie the 
Mad Vinyl Junkie airs a wide 
variety of musical styles per­
formed by local artists on the 
half-hour Tracks show. Louie 
usually has an interesting 
guest, and you might be sur­
prised by the talent that 
abounds in the Buffalo area. 
Finally, if you've got a 
powerful FM receiver, you 
should be able to pick up 
CFNY (102 FM) from Toronto. 
CFNY specializes in elec­
tropop-;- new wave, and dance 
· rock, however you prefer to 
refer to it. T~e farther north 
you live, the better your recep­
_tion will be. You might even 
pick it up in stereo. CFNY isn't 
afraid to play new music. For 
example, they were pushing 
Haircut 100 last spring when 
none of the Buffalo stations 
would touch it. Af 10:30 every 
On the Dark Side 
by Carmen Grull~n 
In this movie, the main 
character is Pink Floyd - a 
rock superstar. Throughout the 
film he is situated in a hotel 
room, surrounded by filth and 
spaced out on drugs, while 
contemplating suicide. As 
viewers we are taken on an im­
aginary trip into Floyd's mind. 
He reminisces about his 
miserable childhood, overbear­
ing and insensitive 
teachers, the death of his war­
hero father, his broken mar­
riage, and the difficulties of 
being a superstar in the rock 
world . He also imagines 
himself as a Na.zi-like dictator, 
and in the process displays 
man's most negative nature. 
The film is excessively 
violent and extremely depress­
ing. It has no sense of logic or 
timing. It's one big maze full of 
confusing and drawn-out 
contradictory scenes. Further­
more, no att~mpt is made to 
provide the viewer with some 
guidance at any point in the-/ 
film. It's as if the makers of this 
film just assumed that the 
viewers would be as spaced 
out as the main character 
when they saw the film. Hence, 
they wouldn't care for or re­
quire any guidance. · 
Nevertheless, this viewer did 
attempt to make sense of this 
film. But, after a while I 
became convinced that I had 
bought a ticket for a bad trip. 
As for the film's good at­
tributes: it makes some very 
relevant statements about war, 
racism, sex, education, and 
life . The animation, 
cinematography, special ef­
. fects,' and music are excellent. 
The musical score is beautiful­
ly timed to the visual effects. 
Lastly, the main character's 
performance as a ·suicidal , 
spaced-out cadet is quite con­
vincing. 
Conclusion: Pink Floyd The 
Wall is a visually and musical-
ly extraordinary film . If this is . 
enough for you, go see it. 
Otherwise, take your own tr ip 
down memory lane. It's bound 
to be more pleasant. On a 
scale of 1 to 10, 1 being lowest, 
this film rated a 4. 
Thursday night, CFNY has a 
"Live from London" show 
where someone with a British 
accent (real or fake, I don't 
know) tells you what's happen­
ing on the concert scene, club 
circuit, and radio beat in 
England. 
· 
where certainly the most 
salient thing is to get a sea t on 
the bus. 
I was in. I had my space. I 
was at peace with myself and 
with the universe, prepared to 
cruise through the cosmos, or 
so I imagined. It was not to be. 
The steel , plasti c and rubber 
mechanism surroundinr .J S lur­
chetl forward- then stall ed. The 
driver turned the key in the ig­
nition. The engine's heart-folt 
attempt to turn over 
reverberated throughout the 
bus. Finally, it happened . I 
could feel the meta1 :brating 
beneath me as if it •• '- , e alive. I 
liked it. It felt good. 
I was seater! near the front, 
just a few seats behind the 
driver. The driver, however, did 
not think that he was a driver. 
He thought that he was the 
pilot of an F-16 fighter plane. 
As we eased down the road, a 
flock of seagulls could be seen 
just aQove the pavement a 
hundred yards in front of us. 
Words can hardly describe 
what happened next. · 
"Enemy at 12 o'clock," said 
the driver/pilot. He increased 
the speed of the bus/fighter 
plane while bearing down on 
the birds. They scattered 
before we got in range. 
" Damn! " said the 
driver/pilot. "The commander 
will not think well of thi s." 
We continued on, taking the 
turns on two wheels . I have to 
admit that the driver was good. 
The bus didn't flip over on its 
side once the whole way there. 
The bus soon began to make 
its move around Flint Loop. I 
knew what I had to do, and I 
did it. Could you please stop 
here?!?" I shouted. " I want to 
get off!!! " It had been done, so 
I did it. I had learned. The first 
time I made this trip I had 
neglected to make known my 
wish to get off at this point. 
Before I caught on I had made 
six round trips to the Main 
Street Campus and the Ellicott 
Complex. 
Venture No. 2: It was. a 
peaceful day, a calm and sun­
ny afternoon. It was time to 
head off for Main Street to pay 
my bill . It was a moment to 
board the U/8 bus. 
I walked out of O'Brian and 
over to the bus stop to wait. I 
soon saw it coming - that 
gorgeous hunk of steel glisten­
ing in the sunlight. It came to 
stop in front of me and opened 
Continued on Page 10 
Crossword 
t1 
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ACROSS 
1. Sieve 
5. Chem. comp. 
8. Train hopper and fri ends 
13. Capital of Norway 
14. Guevara 
15. Solo 
16. George Roy Hill film (with A) 
17. Compete 
18. Mil. entertainment org. 
19. Enemy 
20. A pointed instrument 
23. College in t he So. 
25. Ian Fleming's Doctor 
26. Pref ix with lithic or 
cl a~s icism 
27 Block of cotton . 
31 Character in a Ma lamud 
· 
short story 
34 . A irport code for city in Texas 
JS. Engage in uncontroll ed 
revelry 
36. B\J tch Cassidy's Ho le 
____ (4 words) 
38. Pale 
39. Dr.s' asst. 
40. Pouchlike structure in plants 
or animals 
41 . Tdne two 
42 . For 
45. Wood bisector 
48. Watt's dilemma 
50. Style; flair 
51. Birthstone 
53 . Rowed 
54. Suffix with lobby or motor 
55. Incite 
57. Call 
58. Class action drug 
59 . Smaller quantity 
DOWN 
1. Bob Gibson's fo rte (abbr.) 
2. Town on Long Island 
3. Orvill e Wright was one 
4. Baby 
5. Lawyers gp. 
6 . Redford role 
7. Pertaining to the fibula . 
8. Hog's thigh 
• 9. Former King of Norway 
10. Pro _ _ _ _ 
11 . A sin le occurrence 
t 
~ 
C: 
0 
C: 
0 
·.;:: 
::, 
0 
V) 
12. Observe 
21. -~-- take (2 words) 
22. Twelves 
24. Learnir,g inst. 
27. Cereal seed husk 
28. Own in Scotland 
29. One of a cord 
30. Loveable alien 
31. Sinatra 's lost soldier 
32 . _ ___ and outs 
33. Indefinitely large or small 
number 
37 . Exam for grad. sch. 
41 . Flat boats 
42. West Point freshman 
43. Erased (va r.) 
44 . Turned ____ 
45. Pahlav i 
46. Pref ix indicat ing air or the at 
mosphere 
47. Small brownish bird 
49. Model 
50 . Equal (var. ) 
51. Lid 
52 . A lyr ic poem 
56. Eliot 
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Continued from Page 6 almost 20 percent to such pro- worry that we'll make you pay grams to the national agenda. 
grams, and West Germany for it wit_h your taxes ." When voters realize that 
which spends 30 percent. Business was excused from business has not been pulling 
Deficits • 
calculate the long-range effect in the previous two decades. Progressives must no longer bearing its fair share of the its weight, they will likely re­
of tax policies on the national 
debt. In the 1970's, U.S. cor-
porations paid a total of $470.2 
billion in taxes, or 16 percent 
of Federal tax collected. In the 
1960's, they paid roughly 22 
percent of Federal tax col-
lected. Had corporations paid
the same share of Federal 
receipts in the 1970's as they 
did in the previous decade, the 
government would have col-lected an additional $1 71 _3billion and would have saved 
an estimated $64.9 billion in in-
hterest payments on t e money
· d k h d 'f bit orrowe to ma e up t e ' -
ference . Thus the effect of tax 
changes during the 1970's was 
to divert $171 .3 billion from 
the Federal treasury into the 
coffers of private corporations 
and to shift an additional $64.9 
billion to the big banks. And 
the national debt grew by just 
over 5500 billion. 
Since the 1960's were pro-
sperous years for big business, 
the 22 percent burden was ap-
parently not harmful . The 
1950's were also banner years 
for big business-indeed just 
about the best ever. During 
that decade , business paid 
about 28 percent of all Federal 
taxes collected. Had it con-
tinued to pay the same share 
throughout the 1960's and 
1970's, the Federal treasury 
would have gained $424.5 
billion more than it did and 
there would have been further 
savings on interest of an 
estimated $215 billion . Thus, 
changes in federal tax policy 
from 1960 to 1980 deflected 
$639.5 billion from the U.S. 
The signi ficance of that shift of 
$639.S bill ion to big business 
becomes apparent. We can ac-
count for the entire rise in the 
Federal debt in terms of tax. 
reductions that benefited big 
business and banks. 
This analysis of the causes
of the huge Federal deficit and 
of the Federal debt itself is ad-
m itted IY unorthodox . Or-
thodox liberals single out ex-
penditures for defense and for 
related space and foriegn 
military aid programs as the 
culprits . Yet during the 1970's, 
when the Federal debt grew 
rapidly, defense expenditures 
asapercentageofthegrossna-
tional product even fell a bit. 
Perhaps more to the point is 
the fact that much, if not most, 
of the money turned back to 
the big corporations and big 
banks finds its way overseas. 
There the immense new flow 
Of funds to l·nternationai cor-
porations pays for their ag-
gressive expansion in the Third 
World. And that expansion is 
dependent on a U.S. foreign 
policy that' is forever finding 
points of conflict: unceasingly 
with the Soviet Union and 
Cuba; yeSterday with Vietnam, 
Chile, and Iran; today with El 
Salvador, Nicaragua and even 
Grenada; tomorrow with some 
new threat to the subsidizing 
of economic power. 
·. Ortho(jox : C0~5erv~t,ves 
prefer to blame the deficit on 
excessive spending on ·social 
programs. But in re.cent years 
the . U.~. _has ~pent only ~b~ut 
treasury. ,;~ ··•. , :.:· ) ~P!!-G'U"lJ>fi'!~.C_;NP,pf si>t " IJ 
· ln 1980, the total federal · p-ro-gram:r,- ct>nrpar~d" Wl'flf 
' < 
tion, as its membership cam-
by Rob Turkewitz paign begins. An active in-
volvement with the ABA will 
Within the next few weeks, benefit students individually 
students here at Buffalo Law as well as the law school ag- . 
will become familiar with the gregately. Further, the ABA has 
words American Bar Associa- the programs and resources 
RSVP to Free Seminar 
';, ., 
· The New York State Trial 
L-~yers Association (NYSTLA) 
IJ~~ generously invited U/B Law 
~dents to attend its seminar, 
DECISIONS, free of charge. 
The seminar will take place 
November 20, 1982, at the 
Sheridan Inn-Buffalo East (at 
Walden and 1-90, Exit 52E). 
Abortion: 
Legal and Illegal 
Discussion and Films 
Tuesday, November 16th 
7:30,p.m. 
Room 112, O'Brian 
Sponsored by CARASA 
,1nd the Guild 
The . seminar will cover all 
the cases that have bee-n 
reported in the past year that 
affect civil trial litigation. Ac• 
cording to Buffalo attorney 
and local NYSTLA Chairman 
Paul Beltz, who extended this 
invitation, "it is a worthwhile 
and productive seminar taught 
by some able professors and 
trial lawyers." 
The program includes ses-
. sions in Medical Malpractice, 
New Legislation, Products 
Liability, Construction Ac­
cidents, Trial Practice, 
Evidence, Contribution and In-· 
demnity, Disclosure, Motor 
Vehicles Liability, CPLR, and 
Worker's Compensation. 
A luncheon will be held and 
students may attend it at cost, 
which is S10.00. 
Students wishlna to attend 
the seminar need only sian the 
list posted outside Vivian Car­
cifs office (Room 311). 
E.R.P. 
.....-.. o,lllloll NMtalalf t, 1tlZ 
( 
allow the issue to be framed in 
terms of spending policies, and 
they must no longer take part 
in the search for the magic 
number that would denote the 
right proportion of the GNP to 
be spent on the poor and 
needy. For those who oppose 
the dismantling of the welfare 
state at home and the inten-
sification of conflict with the 
S • U • b d tho
ov1et nion a roa , ' IF pro-
blem is political. In the past, 
liberals made a tacit deal with 
bus,·ness, the te· rms of wh,.ch 
can be summar,·zed as follows ·. 
If you' ll let us expand the 
. welfare state, you needn't
Board Game o,,·g,·n Uncovere . 
Continued from Page 6 
in the following years . What 
Lizzie Magie created thus 
became essentially a folk pro-
duct, in which many people 
played a role. When Magie's 
sma11 supp y I of boards was 
used up, people began drawing 
their own on linen or oilcloth, 
giving names to the streets, us-
ing thimbles and buttons for 
markers and altering the -rules 
as they played. 
One key group of players 
gathered in 1929 around Ruth 
Hoskins, a teacher at the Atlan-
tic City (N.J.) Friends School. 
Hoskins had learned the game 
in Indiana from her brother, 
who learned it ~t college. By. 
the"!, it, ~ad_ ·al(~ady •beef\, 
renamed Monopoly. Hoskins 
taught it to her acquaintances, 
mostly ..cooples ,f.~m Atla.rtti'c 
City or Philadelphia. These 
.. p!av~r_s ..~ec_ide!1 ,p ,1iive:··the 
jpJo~r.~s:"'l~nUJ\•l lbcal .t;◄~~ll."?)tdih Wslfs;Mid'fltfQ- ~ •~us_per_iod1cals in . 
· nJm'W,""'fuc'h# ~ .l! ifolrdia11t, ""'frrHl~fd -4'dnlor ;harlhl "15'u h hing industry. ":,: 
1f!b_t stood at $907.7 biUi~~J . t~ose pa!at?ns, ~f !iscal rec- _. V~rmo~t,-Orjemal.a.nd.Marven 
Hwt mg grown by $616.8 b1ftion trfuoe, Jap~n. wf-i,cti· allocates 
~BA Rep Solicits Membership · 
that will enable us all to 
broaden our horizons. ABA 
membership entitles each stu­
dent to subscriptions to Stu­
dent Lawyer and the ABA /our­
na/; opportunities to par­
ticipate in a variety of national 
competitions in areas such as 
appellate advocacy, client 
counseling, and journalism; 
free one-yea.r membership to 
the ABA upon c!dmission to the 
bar; low _cost insurance; and ex­
c e·ll ent· opportunities to 
establish contacts with at­
torneys and law students from 
all over the country. What 
more can one ask for? 
On a schoolwide level, ac­
tive involvement in the ABA 
will help our school gain 
statewide and national 
recognition. We need this kind 
of recognition now more than 
ever in today's competitive job 
market. If 35% of the students 
at U/B Law become members, 
we would be eligible for ABA 
funding, up to S750 per project 
or event, and a maximum of 
S1,500 per year. Wow! What a 
deal: I can improve myself and 
at the same time help my 
school I But how much is this 
1oin1 to cosU All this for the 
low annual cost of $8.00111 If 
you don't do It for yourself or 
for your school, then do It for 
your· resw.ne ..- · join the ABA. 
cost on the tneory that it 
would create an ever­
expanding economic pie that 
would enable wages to rise 
along with revenues. 
The shift of the tax burden 
from corporations to in-
dividual taxpayers and thef h h'ft 
consequences o t at s 1 , 
should become a political 
issue for progressives. It gives
them a compelling argument 
against conservative 
preachments that profligate
social spending is the · root of 
the deficit evil. Once this argu-
ment is met, the way will be 
clear to restore social pro-
ject its claim that profits are 
falling and that deeper cuts in 
corporate taxes and workers' 
wages and benefits are needed 
to stimulate investment. When 
business says it has no money 
to invest and writes off impor­
tant industrial assets (along 
with jobs) at the same time as 
it engages in an orgy of 
mergers and takeovers, com­
modity and currency specula­
tion, and expansion overseas 
into low wage areas, the con­
servatives' · argument for low 
corporate taxes simply don't 
wash . d 
Gardens. (It was later mis-
spelled as Marvin Gardens by 
the person who taught Charles 
Darrow how to play.) They also 
added the Community Chest, 
th S200 b onus f · CO,e or passing 
and the "Get Out of Jail Free" 
cards. 
None of these people were 
interested in trying to sell the 
game, even though almo~t 
everyone who learned to play 
the game b~came fascinated 
with it. "We weren't business 
people," Roth Hoskins said 
primly 40 years later. "We 
were schoolteachers. It was a 
good game the way it was." 
Another early player, 
·remembering the an.ti-
capitalist orfgins of the game, 
said it was a point of honor 
Magie Phillips, then a grey­
haired matron living in Ari­
ington, Va., and her games. 
The article, besides identifying 
her as the originator of 
; . Mt,,,.oropoIy, features a photo of 
her holding the boards from 
two of her earlier· editions of 
the game, one of which clearly 
has the word Monopoly writ­
ten on it in large letters. She 
was still a follower of Henry 
George, the article noted, and 
did not regret losing the for­
tune from the· game that 
Parker Brothers and Darrow 
were reaping. Except for this 
short article, the official ver-
sion of the game's history llas 
gone unquestioned by dozens 
of reporters and writers who 
have published articles and 
~ am·ong--;earJy, _d~vqtees. n!-)~ to · f:_OIJlments on the game ovet;i 
think of commercializing it. number of years. This includes 
... But jf they d!d~'t_\~,._fnt to cHv~ge in_ ~he _mf!U 
'.Monopoly. Ralph , __ Anspach:s 
research has established th~t 
-abou~ a,v~ar later members of 
Hoskrns c_rrcle taug_h~ the_game 
to a. young_'!14'". hvin~ ,.in the' 
Germantown section of 
Philadel~hia. Charles Darrow, 
one of his tutors remembered 
with considerable understate-
ment, "showed a great deal of 
interest in it." He did indeed, · 
but he ~lso lack~ scruples 
about trying to. profit from the 
game. In late 1934 he sold it to 
Parker Brothers as his own in-
vention...the rest is history, or 
at least mythology. 
Once Parker Brothers 
discovered Darrow's decep-
tion, they bought up all the 
early Monopoly sets they 
could find and paid Lizzie 
Magie, now Mrs. Elizabeth 
Phillips, SSOO for the rights to 
her · Landlord's Came. Then 
they began their immense.ly 
successful campaign of pro-
paganda for the official line 
that Charles Darrow was the in-
ventor of Monopoly. They did 
this most of all to protect their 
right to exclusive control of 
the game, for if it could be 
established that Monopoly had 
been made and played before 
they produced it, the game 
would be in the public domain; 
beyond their exclusive control. 
This cover-up was so sue-
cessful that Anspach found on-
ly one article that penetrated 
it. In the Jan. 27, 1936 
WASH1NCTON STAa. there Is an 
unsill)ed article about Lizzie 
But this hi(Jden history has 
now, thanks to the work ·af 
Anspach, been recovered a1'd 
made public. In late August, 
the U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the Ninth Circuit • in San Frari­
cisco accepted Anspac~ 
evidence and ruled that Par~ 
Brothers has no right to ~x­
elusive control of the terni 
Monopoly. Thus the professor 
can sell his Anti-Monopoly 
whether the company likes it 
or not. 
Parker Brothers and its cor­
porate parent, the General 
Mills Fun Croup, has said it 
will carry its case to the 
Supreme Court. 
There is more in this court 
ruling than just vindication for 
Ralph Anspach and his "brain­
child." There is also a picture 
of reaHty; what Anspach's 
research shows is that while 
Charles Darrow did not "in­
vent" Monopoly, neither did 
any other one person. Lizzie 
Magie Phillips started it. But 
the game evolved from the 
playing and tinkering of hun­
dreds - of othe_r people over 
three decades. Maybe that is 
how the game came to evoke 
the commercial spirit of our 
culture so well; it fs not only in 
the public domain, it may even 
be said to embody our public 
domain. · 
But I still say Boardwalk and 
Park Place are worth more· 
thananyothertwomonopolies 
and all four railroads put 
toaether. 
.. 
' 
·· PASS 
. 
Don't gamble with your future - BAR/BRI 
. will get you th.rough the bar exam. . 
_BAR/BRI has grown .dramatically over.the 
·1ast few years due to its unmatched success 
, . in the preparation of New York· State 
bar examinees. 
That's why BAR/BRI is the most popular 
·bar . review course at every la~ school in 
: New:Vork State.--Twice as .many of ·Buffalo's 
· graquates tool< BAR/BRI last year than an the 
other·courses combined• 
. •. 
. . 
-ASKOS 1HE REASONS WHY-
Rick Roberts · JullaClaNer' Molly Zinvnermann 
Leander Hardaway .JIii Papemo Sara.Hunt 
·nnettnta . RonOsson Ann Demopoulos 
Carol (luck Steve Shelnfelcl 51--,(irayOonodio 
Judy Holender., - Jon Solomon .Cmmelo Badsta 
. 5hent··5am11owJatinCunn ··. Outs Rel iroe 
Jin Dllvldoff Torn<li'm Kalen Russ 
JoeRuh Mark ReismanKlmO-
' .. 
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•·Typing 
(beginn·i·ng· 
November ·1.5.th)· 
.Thesis 
Term Pap49rs/ 
. , 
.. Cover•Letters 
• Resumes 
Look us up·for • Typesetting 
all your printing neectsl 
t • Stationary 
:·:· 
Open 
• Process Comera ·WOfk.- . 
·9=30-a·.m. - 4:30-p.m. 
. \ . . ~ . .
·•:Wed. unttl 8:~0 p.m. • Invitations· 
. . 
- ·1· 
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•Bluebird • 
Its doors. I moved into it as If 
beinc swallowed up. I liked it: 
It fell aood. · 
Before I sat down, the driver 
put · it into sear and took off. 
Losina my balance, I fell onto 
two rather pretty youna ladies. 
"We really have to stop 
meeting like this,'! I said to 
them. 
"Just get off of us you jerk," 
said one of the girls. 
My pride properly plastered, 
I got up and sat down directly 
behind the driver. She was in 
her fifties and had an air of ex­
perience about her. I could tell 
she was tough and would get 
us to Main Street regardless. 
We were gliding towards 
Millersport Highway when I 
felt it. This menacingly power­
ful machine took hold of me. It 
was · as if I had become one 
with it. It was like sex. N<>-it 
was better than sex. It was like 
eating the perfect home-made 
• Continued from Page 7 
chocolate chip cookie. I liked 
it. It felt very aood-
The. hlahway was not crowd­
ed. We had the open road to 
ourselves. The driver pulled 
down her goggles and increas­
ed our velocity. We were flying 
but had not yet reached our 
maximum. We needed 
something to push us. It soon 
came in the form of a flaming 
red Datsun 280ZX, which pull­
ed up on our left side as if 
challenging us. My driver was 
ready. 
"Don't think you're going to 
pass me you little sucker," she 
said, flooring it. We left that 
foreign tin can behind us in a 
cloud of exhaust. 
We reached our destination 
on time and with no fatalities. 
It was simply amazing. It can 
only be described in those 
words uttered by • a famous 
moon-walker: "This is one 
small step for U/8, one giant 
step for U/8 kind." 
I watched that beautifully 
bulging metal monstrosity 
drive off into the ·sunset. It was 
over. Let me close w.ith just a 
few words: I like riding the U/8 
bus. It feels good . . 
SPC 
Mike Colon 
Rita Hubbard 
Sean Courtney 
A-Manny Sanchez 
ADMISSIONS 
Steve Wickmark 
Ed Murfphy 
Gayle Eagan 
Kevin Tripi 
A-Ellen Lawson 
Mitchell le,cture 
Penny Rubin, 
Anna Marie Richmond 
Rich Furlong 
A-Bruce Schonberg 
Library 
Mary Breen 
Dave Wilson 
Seth Fitter 
Brendan O'Donnell 
IPR 
Mike Ettinger 
Joe Coleman 
Dave Kloss 
A-Dave Cass 
APPC 
Rick Roberts -
Sandy Blitz 
Sue Kozinn 
A-Scott Nadel 
ASSC 
Jim Everett 
Angela Reyes 
Jeff Shein 
A-Scott Nadel 
Appointments 
Tom Bantle 
Gwen Taylor 
Dave Wilson 
Sonia Tabe 
$ 
.... 
• • • • ,. ,. • • • • • Last year BRC students left the bar exam feeling as 
though they were fully prepared. Students who took our 
competitor's course came out feeling ill equipped and 
cheated. ·Our competition claimed everyone was fooled. 
This is simply not true. We fully prepared our students 
while our competition gave excuses. 
YOU CAN GO WITH THE BIGGEST OR YOU CAN GO WITH THE BEST 
Compare the Materials tor Yourself! 
BRC: THE BEST REVIEW COURSE 
DISCOUNT DEADLINE EXTENDED UNTIL NOVEMBER 12, 1982 
For more information see the following campus representat_lves. 
Scott Nadel Diane Martin Andrea Sanders John Gibson 
Joe McBride Al Solarz (Ms.) Sidney Hodges Marc Fuhrman 
Keith Bond. Kenna Brown Joe Safflotl Tim Sheehan 
Al Mokhlber Ed Robinson Sandi Blitz Bruce Schonberg 
Rick Juda Pat Higgins Mary Salhus 
Jeff Shein Mary ldzlor Mike Rosenbaum 
NOTE: BRC Course Outlines, Ethics Course and 
Materials are given for NO ADDITIONAL COST OR 
DEPOSIT. Compare for yourself. 
Don't Miss The S<>'c.ial Opportunity of the Year! 
The Buffalo Law School 
E·ntertainment Card 
Discounts! 
Bullfeathers lodge 
3480 Milersport Hwghy. 
S2.50 Pitcher Genesee Cream 
S1 .00 Drinks 'til Midnight 
S1 .00 off Double Wings 
Rootie's Pump Room 
Millersport at Camp!>ell Blvd. 
Mon thru Thurs, 9-11 
S3.00 Pitcher Miller/Lite 
" Remember to bring 
your wing coupons." 
Has Something for You 
Scotch 'n Sirloin 
399 Maple Road 
Sun, Tues, Wed, Thurs, 8:00-2:00 
.75 Draft & Domestic B'ttld. Beer 
S1 .00 Wine & Imported B'ttld. Beer 
S1 .25 Manhattans, Martinis, Gimlets 
S1 .50 Fancy Drinks 
P.J. Bottoms 
3270 Main Street 
S2.50 Pitcher Strohs 
.10 Wings ' til 11 :00 
Movie Tickets - $2.75 if purftaased at Law School 
Honored at Ge~ral Cinema Theatres Everywhere 
including: University Cinema 
Boulevard Mall Cinema 
Thruway Mall Cinema 
Eastern Hills Mall Cinema 
Discounts 
Grandma Lee's 
University Plaza 
15% off All Orders 
Syracuses' Pizza Plant 
North-Town Plaza - Clarence Mall 
10% off Stuffed Pizza 
Dine-in only; 1 Card/Table 
Demos Restaurant 
516 Del~ e Ave. 
10% off All Dinners 
to Card Bearer 
S's off All 
Commencement Committee 
Sponsore~, Activities 
.bon't Leave 0'B~ian Without ·1t! · , · 
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·Pro Sports Defy Legalities 
person from gaining mean- however, if either or both do 
by Michael P. McGorry ingful employment, is the ac- move to another team, that 
cepted standard in profes-· team must compensate Buf-
A football player after com- sional sports . falo for its loss by giving Buf-
pleting his college eligibility, A look at the Buffalo Bills' falo a player of comparable 
becomes eligible to be drafted problems with Jerry Butler and talent or a draft choice or 
by professional football teams Joe Cribbs lends credence to money. Professional ~thle_tes 
of the N.F.L. The drafting order the foregoing problem. Both are not allowed to quit a Job 
is based upon the prior Butler and Joe were drafted by and find employment 
season's standings, with the the Bills and in order to play elsewhere as "normal" people 
team with the worst record professional football in the may. It is preposterous for 
drafting first. Each team is U.S. were forced to play in Buf- such a rule to app~y t_o 
allowed to select a certain falo. Both were forced to sign businessmen or laborers m this 
number of players, but each long-term contracts at fixed country and as a result it 
player may only be selected by rates or be unemployed. The should not apply to profes­
one team. Once drafted by a contracts that each signed are sional sports. The contracts 
team, the player may only play typical of the contracts which these athletes are forced 
for .that team if he wishes to available to all top players, in to sign are clearly uncons­
play professional football in that they are long-term (so as cionable under basic contract 
the U.S. You have one of the to lock a player into playing law, in that there is a definite 
most sought after collegians in for that team for a long time), lack of freedom of choice 
the world, who in order to with a buy-out provision (if a when entering into the agree­ inflicted will I>:, in the form of On October 12, Willie Plett 
"work" in his chosen profes- player gets hurt while playing, ment. The owners and teams a league imposed fine or of the Minnesota North Stars 
sion must work in the city that the team can exercise its op- are guilty of anti-trust and suspension. Never has a intentionally swung his stick 
drafted him and under the tion of repurchasing the con- restraint of trade violations criminal penalty been sue- like an ax and hit Dan Stephan, 
terms which that team sets. tract at a fraction of the and the contracts ·are against cessfully imposed upon a pro- the goalie for the Detroit Red 
It would be incomprehensi- . original bargain) and without a public policy in that they fessional athlete for actions Wings over the head, knocking 
hie to have a top law or no-cut clause (if at any time restrict competition, yet they arising on the field of play. A him unconscio1.1s. Plett has 
medical student at a top law or the team believes the player is have not been cited for these few years ago Henry Boucha, a been suspended for eight 
medical school be told that in not good enough, they may violations. . hockey player for the Min- games without pay and no 
order to be a lawyer or a doc- "cut" him and sever the con- The final area of this article nesota North Stars, was partial- criminal charges are pending. 
tor he or she must work where tract). · is the lack of criminal prosecu- ly blinded after being attacked If either of the aforementioned 
someone else tells him and for In order for Butler or Cribbs tion for criminal activities in from behind and hit over the had happened in a barroom or 
whatever that person will pay to play for another team, they athletics. A person, by par­ head by Dave Forbes of the on the street, the persons in­
him . This practice, which must fulfill their contractual ticipating in .a given sport, is Boston Bruins. Forbes was volved would have been 
would be laughed at and commitments or be traded. given a license to do whatever found innocent of criminal . thrown in jail - yet in profes­
abolished as restricting com- Even after fulfilling their con- he pleases, knowing that the · charges in one of the only such . sional sports there are no 
petitionaswellaspreventinga tractual commitments, only punishment that will be cases to go to court·. criminal penalties. 
Law School Teams-Stand Tall In lntramurals 
60-38; Buffalo Braves taking Incidentally, try-outs will be law school" Algios. Captain 
Men's Rea, 60-21 ; Contract held for this year's team. Glenn "Bubba" Frank said "we 
by Michael McGorry Problems destroying the Law Anyone interested, please see did very well for our first game 
School Champs, 48-39; Beagles Jim Kelleher or Mike McGorry. together,·eh?" 
A look at the intramural bombing Supreme Tort, 46-24; Monday, October 25, mark­ Sunday, October 31, was the 
scene finds law school teams Herpes V nipping the Nix, ed the debut of two law school final week of the intramural 
participating in five different 37-27; and Q-Stars downing the teams in the University's in­ football league's regular 
sports throughout the SUNYAB Muff-Divers. The preseason tramural hockey program. As season. Playoffs start next 
system and doing quite well . favorite is Team 14, led by fate would have it, the two week with two Law School 
Sunday, October 31, marked former LeMoyne University Law School teams. entered teams among the 16 teams par­
the start of the Law School standout Peter "I'm only thirty played each other on the first ticipating. Nice People Who 
Basketball League. Games are pounds overweight"Hogan, ex­ night of competition, with the Care, led by the passing and 
played on Sunday afternoons SUNY/Buffalo guard Mark Ice People Who Care beating running of Danny "Mad Dog"
and Wednesday nights Sacha, and Jimmy "carrot Advocates on Ice, 5-1 . Ice Peo­ Welch and the tough defense 
throughout the fall and winter. head" Kelleher. Each was on ple were led by the rock-steady of Joe "Lead Boots" Ehrlich 
A quick look at the first day's last year's Law School team Alan "Horatio" Salarz on and Mike "I never snap"
results shows: Team 14 beating that finished third in the an­ defense, and the big forward McGorry, pulled off the year's
Ernest Croon's Earnest Goons, nual Nationa~ Law School line of Dave "the Mad Italian" biggest upset when they58-32; Fat Daddy's Take Out Basketball Tournament at Moretti, John lacotonelli and knocked off the number onehammering 300 Spartans, Western New England College. Lou "I'm a five letter man in ranked Roughriders, 12-0. 
WORD 
PROCESSING - TYPING 
Word Processing uses computer 
technology to provide fast, high quality 
service at prices often lower than using 
traditional typing services. 
Complete Editing Capability Experienced in doing legal work 
No need for retyping when Complete Resume Service 
editing drafts Repetitive Work at Reduced Prices 
All Final Copy Printed on Rag Personalized form letters, mailing 
Bond lists 
16 Jypestyles & Symbols to Related Services Provided 
Choose From Xeroxing, Printing, Bulk Mailing 
Printed to Look Like Typeset Pick-Up & Delivery Available 
Or Typewritten 
All Work Guaranteed 
Whether you type or not, PROTO-TYPE can 
provide you with highest quality work that 
computer technology can provide. 
(ALL PROTO-TYPE - 883-3348 
Ask For Randy 
Crossword PuzzleonPage7 
Solution 
I,o s 
H ON 
Welch threw for two 
touchdowns and Ehrlich and 
Algios each came up with big 
interceptions, propelling them 
into the playoffs. Ehrlich 
labelled it "the biggest day of 
my life, except for my ' H' in 
Tax II from Louie D." 
Last weekend concluded the 
Law School Softball League 
with Hairy Palms, led by Vicki 
O'Reilly, defeating Al Spears' 
team, 2-0, for the playoff 
championship. Thanks 
everyone for participating! 
Finally, Rick Roberts is still 
ranked number 1 on this 
week's Racquetball ladder. I 
did not think that they let 
anyone that short play rac­
quetball?? 
THE 
ONION 
.IS 
COMING! 
Submit by 
November 15, 
OR ELSE. • • 
